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This report deals with a study. conducted with the support of National
Science Foundation Grant No. GI-37858. Opinions, findings, conclusions
or recommendations expressed in this publication cln not necessarily
reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.



Foreword
The Conference on the Acaderiic Community as a Backup rce to State

Government on May 5-6, 1975 centered attention on an SREB study Of state
government-university relations which was funded by the National Science
Foundation under,,its program of Research Applied to National-Needs.

That study developed out of a growing Board' concern about several
points. -One was that state governments need to be more innovative in
providing various publicservices. It was known that greatly increased state
investment in public universities has strengthened university,capabilities
in many discipline' and i,n researph programs related to problems facing
state governmentS. But there was-also mutual etwareneis that real probe
lems are involved in the universities' efforts to provide more effective
service to state government. These include inappropriate organizational,
structure within universities, unfavorable' past experiences in providing
services and widely rying perceptions of the university's total range of

functions.
The SREB' study wiiich was designed to cope with these problems has

provided a compreher)sive picture of the ways in which state government
and university spokesrnert view the public service responsibilities of higher
education. The Atlanta conference of May 5-6 was 13ranned and'organized
under the assumption that the partnership of state government and the
Universities' flourishes OF falters in.accordance with the level of interest
and concern which leaders in government and the university concentrate
upon making that partnership a success..

Three groups were invited to attend the meeting: first, a limited number°
of public universities from each of the 14 SREB states was asked for'repre
sentation; second, eac,h,governor lEyaS asked 'for representation from the
executive'or-fegislative branches of government, and third, each 'state

t, higher eclupation agency was invited.
,,- The p4pel discussibri which opened the Conference was a stimulus to..

vigorou'S'discusSion by those participants. Close and effective coopetation
between a state agency and the universities can be a productive and con-
tinuing force, a point that is illustrated in the observations by George Beto
of Texas. Earl Starnes provides insights into the experiences of a more
recently emerging relationship between a university system and state
agencies in the state of Florida.

There is considerable consensus about thednature of state government-
university problems but much diversity in manner of solution. The resume if

of the group discussions indicates several approa,ches: Mississippi has
established a single research and development center; Georgia North

e I



Carolina, Tennessee and Texas have established special centers or insti,_
tutes; and Kentucky has often relied on faculty participation in task force
efforts by.state governments. This di'Versity is not surprising; each state
ultimately needs to discover its own remedies. The Board is hopeful that
mutual discussion will reduce the number of times "the wheel must be
reinvepted." or

As statesand universities look more closely ht their interrelations, SREB
will continue to solieitintomatiiarv-onprosed-u-reandpracticewhiehi-s-----
found effective for given states in given situations': The Board in'turn will
work to facilitate th'e sharing-of inforrnation and experience, as 'well as
to promote active cooperation in application.

4 Winfr.ed L. Godwih
Presidept
SoLitherri Regional Educatiot Board.
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The AcactemiC Community as a
Backup Force to State Government

Gene.A. Bam lett . ,

Most observers agree that state governments today are being confronted
with new and more complex responsibi ies. Both technical and policy
issues are involved in decisionS for bette transportatibn systems, environ-

. mental protection, law enforcement, public health, education, regulatory
functions, economic development, public fin4nce, and 1.a.ny other areas.
As a consequence, great strain is being felt at all levels of state government
as state officials struggle to quickly assimilate the knowledge required to
formulate just decisions in the public interest. O.

In view of the glowing demands on state gove,rnment, it is frequently
sutegested that local universities and colleges can and should provide more
backup services to their state governments. After all, institutions of higher
education often contain the largest pool ofdiversified talent anywhere in

--the state. ,Rerhaps some of those resources could be tapped occasionally

the state legislature. Does it not follow that

to assist stgte government. M over, the public universities and colleges

__ are creatio ns of state govern, nt, with Some 60 percent.or more of,their
budgets prlovided. directly
state unil/efsitie's and colleges should' be willing to provide a minimum of

p services, at least, to their state governments?
Others have pointed out that in some states-local universities have been

providing a variety of services to their state governments for many years,
apparently to the satisfaction of both groups. And in "several instances
working relationships have evolved to the point of well organized and well
funded programs operated on 'a coritinging basis, If some states have
overcome the obstacles, why can't others?

Persons who are wiell acquainted with the broad range of issues involved,
hoWever, generally 'agree_that, effective working relatiOnships between
stateirvernments and the academic community are difficult to achieve
and Maintain. Many practical. and philotophical obstacles are. involved, .

some real and some imaginary. The two groups are too different in terms
of their traditional roles and organiptional structures to expect them to
develop mutually satisfactory working arrangements unless deliberate,

0
positive actions are taken. .( .

It was within this general context of the problem th& the Sodthern
Regional Education Board (SREB) and the Research. Applied to National

Needs (RANN) directorate of the National Science Foundation decided last
'year to study the issues present in a 14-state region of the South. The

Dr. Gene A. Bramlettis Assistant Vice for Services, and Associate Professor
of Economics, University of Georgia. He was, principal investigator and author N the
study here described: The Acwiemic Community: A Backup Force to State Government

Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, 1974).
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'states included were Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
:Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennes-
see, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. ,

The genei'al purpose of the study wasto determine how the resources
of the academic community in'the region could be used more effectively'
as a backup resource to state governments.. The study was designed to
determine what kinds of services-universities and colleges irlthe region
now are providing to their state governments. What types of institutions

. are roviding them? Whatare their competencies andlimitations? Are
state overnments satisfied ;kith theouantity and quality of services they
are 'n. receiving? What kinds of services do state goveehments need?
What specific obstacles are inhibiting.the development of closer working
relationships between state golirnments and the academic community,
and how can they be overcome

The study was undertaken with the hope that the results %/Mulctstimulate
officials of both state governments and the academic community to take`'
positive steps to further develop mutually beneficial working relationships.

c., .

INFORMATION SOURCES

The unirrsiSty/college data were obtained by.mailing a 'questionnaire to'
'84 colleges and universities in the 14-state' region. These included 59

; publicly:supported doctoral degree-granting. institutions, 19 predomi
nantly black institutions having graduate degree programs of some type,
and six private doctoral degree-granting universities.

Sixty-one of the 84 universities and colleges surveyed completed the
, questionnaires in a usable manner and returned them to SREBa re-.;

sponse rate of nearly 7.g percent. A similarquestionnaire.was mailed to 224
units of state government in the region. Of this number, 185 questionnaires
were completed and returned to SREBa response rate of over 83 percent.

In addition to the questionnaires, personal interviews were conducted
with officials of 42 units'bf state government and 481universities sand

colleges in the region. Also, Six major universitieslocated outsile the
region were studied to gain additional perspective it interpreting condi-).

' tions and attitudes in the study region. These were the University of Mis-
souri, Michigan, State University, the,University of.Utah, Pennsylvania
State Universitlf, the University of Wisconsin, and the"University oft-Cali-
fornia '(Berkeley).

EXTENT OF VOLVEM ENT

The current extent of invoivement between academic in`stitutions and
state governments in the, regionturned out to be much greater than was

. anticipated at the outset of the study. The public service budgets for all
1. purposes of 37 institutions reporting these data totaled about $200 million

in 1972-73about $14 million per state. AlthoUgh this figure is incom-
plete, practically all of the large public universities in the region reported
these data. Thus, the actual figure is probably not much greater than the
estimate.

The amount of work conducted specifically for sfafe.govemmenf totaled
about $33 million, mostly in the form of contracts and grants. This figure.,

. too, is probably underestimated `due to "free" services provided to state
governmftnts, underreporting, and freelance consulting work by university /,
college faculty which was not included in their public'sservice budgets.

.2 9



AbOut three out of four of the units of state governments studied indi-
cated that they hadiequestectsorpe type of see vice from a local university
or college during th' past year, and a majorit were "satisfied" (but not

. "highly satisfied") with the response. .

The lansj grant universities and the large public universities in the region'
are the main types working wifh state govti-rnments, Smaller schobls, pre-
dominantly black schools, and private universities are generally less
involved. b

Many of the °larger universities have specially organized publidervice .

11 '''
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units to provide services to state governrrients and other outside groups.
Some of these are supported by sizable budgets provided either by the
principal users 91 the services ar directly by the institution from state
appropriations. r

NEEDS OF STATE GOVERNMENT .

The needs of state' government for university /college assistance vary
widely. Although the subjects of need tend to Correspond with the principal °

function of the agency, the types of services needed include speCial
studies, consultative services, technical problem-solving, and educational/
'training services. The most frequent problems mentioned by 'officials of
-state government were environmental concerns, long-range energy policies
and programs, and priority planning or comprehensive growth policieS.°

Interestingly, the problems_ involve complex, multi - disciplinary issues. .
They are somewhat new to state govern mentand do not fit well into estab-
lished old-line agencies. As a consequence, they are frustrating to deal
With, which might explain,,,why they were so frequently cited as issues on
which the a6atlernic community could provide assistance.

Other needs frequently cited by state government included financing,
taxing, and budgeting problems; many kinds of training and educational
activities; governmental reorganizational problems; assistance in many
kinds of long-range planning problems; assistance in specific technical
iareas such as computer applications; general data and information needs;
and many specificointermediate needs such as population projections
needed for making decisionS:vver a broad range of overnmental concerns.

ADEQUACY OF-PAgT SERVICES

Overall, most agerkies of state government reported that they were
"satisfied" with the quality of services they have been receiving from. local
universities or -college. They generally believe that when services are
Unsatisfactory, it is due in part to, the nature orthe problems and operating
procedures of state government (i.e:, not-the fault Of the university per -
sonnel providing the service), and in part to the organizational structure
and nature of resources at the university level (in which case the university
may or may not be at fault).

Officials of state government believe that university/college strengths
are greatest in educational and training activities, e.g.:the provision bf
off-campus instruction to government employees. They alsobelleve that
university personnel are corm:lb-tent in technical areas corresponding with
their fields of training, and that they can provide valuable assistance on
technical( matters either through direct consulting or formbl studies.

Some official's of ,state government, however, reported unfavorable
experiences in working with university/college faculty. In varying degrees

10
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of forcefulness, agency representati es used the following expressions to
describe their .dtssatisfaction with university personnel: "ivory-tower
thinkers," "impractical," "too theo y-oriented," "too slow or unrespon-
siVe," "self-servirig," "rnercengrw" and "don't understand state govern-. ,

rnent."
-.On the other Nand, a few university/college officials believe that state

governMent is a hard grougito wok with because "they too often want
free services," "they want se/Pt/ices r results too quickly,fail to prOperly
ckefine what they want," "spend too much time on 'band aid' ipproaches
rather than, solving fundamental p oblenns," or "went to use university
faculty, for legwork or on mundane t sks.1'

It is emphasized, however, tha or eful criticisms by both groups of the
other were the exception,-not th rule The vast majority of officials of both
Mate government and uni rsities a d colleges indicated that they are
reasonably satisfied with e outco e of past working aFrahgements. ,

More importantly, both agency and u iversity/college officials expressed
@ belief that future working relationships can be improved with reasonable
efforts on the part of both.

0 B,STACLES

Much effort*was expended in identifyin sppcific obstacles that tend to
ginhibit closer workin relationships bet en stag governmerl and the

yacademic community. The premise, of coure,'was#tldhhat if the real obstacles
could be clearly identified, perhaps they c uld be resolved.

Program or policy limitations
A major type Of obstacle 'to closer workin relationships.,stenns from

inherent differences in the organization struc ure, mission, or personnel
characttristics of both universities and state encies. TO illustiate, an
agency respondent explained that his staff as simply 'too-busy working on
urgent matters of the agency to stop,Ipng e Ough to define a specific prob-
lem on whidh a university team Alight work. hers said they lacked time
to effect arrangements or to adequately monitor work in progr2ss. Simi:

/larly, a university official said theta!l his faculty members were
. mitted lo teaching and research. Consequesi they could not release

someone from their:regular responsibi 1e0 help stale government
without several months' prior notice,: ,,1,
Inadequate funding, rrangements

One of ithe major obstacles tb closer working relationships,is the lack of
explicit provision for funding worthy projects. Officials of state government
often feel that part of the large amount of state funds appropriated to
public universities each year could be used to provide services to state
government. Officials of universities and colleges, however, point out that

, virtually all of the money appropriated by the state legislature is justified
by and designated for teaching and academic research. in most cases it
would be illegal or unethical, at leak, to expend the funds for any_pther
purpose. Similarly, units of state government often operate under stringent'
fiscal regulations which, as a practical nnattbt, prohibit them from paying
for unscheduled services that might be neededduring the budget year.

Under extreme circumstances of need, either the academia institution
or the unit otstate government affected ,can usually find a legal way to
pay for a special project. But such arrangements are usually inadequate

4 11
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on a rouline.basis. Moreover, some, universities have develope d redular
funding procedures with specifickinits of state government. In those cases.,
either the state agency or a university anticipated the need and were suc-
cessful in budgetinii,funds for thatpuroose. In many instances, however;
the matter is not raised until it is too late to do anything about it..

Antagonistic attitudes ,

'A different type of qbttacle is that based on antagonistiO Atitudes either
on the part of state governm,ent officials about university/college faculty
or vice versa. Whether such attitudes'are well grounded or merely mis-
understandingsothey comprise a type of obstacle which is not easy to
overcome.

For various reasons, agency officials sometimes feel intimidated by
university faculty. Some agency officials'distrust,the motives of university
faculty who offer their services to state agencies. Others feel no need fo&
outside assistance, believing they are adequately staffed; or that university
personnel are not sufficiently skilled or oriented to their type of activity-
to be helpful.

From the viewpoint ofAhe atademic cornmunityrsorne university officials
and faculty resent being asked to do "quick and dirty" projects for which
they laterwill be held responsible for inadequacies. Others fear that the
good name of the institution Might be Used by offjcials ofstate government'
to accomplish purposes which are not in. the, best interest of themsdl.ves
or the public. 1

Again, truly antagonistic attitudes are relatively rare. -In the vast-majority
of cases, the breach of distrust is not too Wide to be bridged with reasonable
efforts. . , (,

Communication .

Another major obstacle to successful working relationships is the lack
of personal contact or association between, members of the academic
community and state government. While it.may be helpful for universities
and colleges to prepare brochures describing services available, inven-
tories of expertise, and addresses of contact poitts, most experienced
observers agreethat such procedures are inadequate. There is no sub-
stitute for periodic perion-to-person contact to learn the needs of state
government and the Capabilities of the institution. Direct contact is also
essential to the development,of -mutual trust between the potential users
and suppliers of services. r v

O
Limitations

Undoubtedly, universities and colleges can provide valuable.bacicUp sup-,

port to state governments. But they hale definite limitations: They should
not, for example,' attempt to operate programs on a continuing basis or
accept responsibility for, making policy or program decisions. These roles
rightly belong to state 'government and should not be delegated to an out=
side group. Moreovir, when attempting to develop seryiceprograms,.uni-
versities and colleges should build on theft strengths, i.e., on those areas
where they have outstanding capabilities. Also, only those faculty members
who have both the technical knowledge and a propens,ity for working ef-
fectively With outside groups should be enceuragekto do so.

12



Otheeobstacles
-Some What surprisingly, there appears to be little fear of political en-

tanglements that rnight'result from working relationships between state
government and the academic community:, Similarly, no serious Philo-
sophical objections were expressed.eiiher by officials of state government
or academic institutions; only practical issues teem to be involved.

A number of university/college officials, however, indicated that a sub-
stantial number_ of their faculty members were opp9sed to public service,
work, either as a matter of principle or bet-a-use public service activities
are poorly rewarded at their institutions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of variations among statesthe historical pattern of relation-.
ships, unique personalities, effectiveness of present Working arrange-
ments, and variations in state lAwsno single set of recommendationi
applies in all circumstances: NeVertheleSs the following ideas may warrant
consideration. ,

First, in most states of the region; no group is explicitly charged 'with
the responsibility of,identifying local obstades, working out solutions and
_otherwise paving the Way for prodrictive relationships to develop between
stategoVernment and the academic community. Consequently, many'of
the obvious corrective actions that might be taken are never acted upon.
Consideration should be given to:the formulation of a coordinating council
to serve as a facilitator or harmonizer between the two groups: Such a
council might be initiated by the Governor and includerepresentatives of
both state government and the academic, community: The council shcibld
not attempt to "coordinate" the Working relationships between state
gOvernment and the academic units; rather it should attempt to create
the conditions under which effective working relationships could flourish.

Second, it is suggested that state agencies reassess their needs for out-.

side assistance and the potential for drawing 'upon the resources of the
academic community for assistance. The priinary objective would be for
individual units of state government to identify those areas of agency
functions where universities or colleges could be'helpful over a period of
several years.

Third, appropriate, committees of the state legislature shoUld explore
alternatives for funding projects,conducted. by total universities and
colleges for units of state governThent. It is suggested that fundS be placed
'with operating units of state government to enable them to pay for services
obtained from universities br colleges. Consideration should also.be given
to the provision of funds to universities or colleges for the express purpose
of providing services to state gcivernment, including the state legislature,
where itig anticipated that such services Will be provided on a continuing
basis. many instances, such funds would enable the academic com-
munity to organize effective public service units with the capability of
responding quidkly to particular needs.

Fourth, states having central board's of higher education should en-
courage institutions under their jurisdiction to provide services to state
government when it is appropriate to do so. In mostprganizations, commit- .
mento a mission or function begins at the top of the administrative hier-
archy: An action taken in several states to develop public service capabil-

6'
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'
ities has been to appoint a central coordinator of public service activities,
,e.g., a vice chancellor (or vice president) for public service:

Fifth, a number of. actions can be taken by, individual, universities and
colleges to encourage effective participation of the institution in public
service activities. Briefly; Aah institution should reexamineinot only its
commitment to public service but also its organizational capabilities to
respond quickly and effectively to requests for assistance. If possible,
develop one unit with- a multi-disciplinary capability to serve state govern-
ment and other outside groups. Provide.for a minirnum,at least, of basic
funding for public service activities. Appoint an overall administrator to
plan and develop the public service program. Build on the strengths of the
institution and involve individuals who are Loth technically competent and
capable of. working effectivply with outside groups.

Finally, reexamine existing rewards systems to ensure that faculty en-
gaged full-time or part-time in public service activities are amply rewarded
for excellent performanCe. If significant discrepancies are found, develop
measurable performance standards for public Service* faculty which are
commensurate with standards, applied to 'faculty engaged in resident
instruction and academic research.

CONCLUSIONS
It is.sometimes said that universities and colleges cannot be all things

to all people. While this is literally true, it does not follow-that their talents
should be applied exclusively to resident instruction and academic re-

., search. Although these are the traditional missions of academic institu-a.
tions, some of their faculty members can provide valuable services to state .

gOverriment: True, there are many obstacles to the establihment of suc-
cessful working relationships, particularly the problem of suitable, fi-
nancing. But where there is strong commitment to work together, appro-
priate ways an usually be found to overcome the major obstacles. The
fact that some universities are presently serving their state, governments
in mutually satisfactory ways suggests that, others can.also succeed if they
are willing to try.'

POSTSCRIPT
-Since this study was completed, considerable interest has developed in

the creationOf some kind of federal program as an incentive to,universities
and colleges to provide more services to state and to al governments.
Presently, representatiVes of the National Science F ndation and the
Association .of.State Universilies and Land Grant Colleges are exploring
the possibilities. , -e

Several points have been made in favor of federal support of university-
based public service progranis. First, a severimbalance presently exists
nationally between expenditures on research as a means of discovering
new knowledge and expenditures on the utilization of research results to
ensure that it is put to good use Some $11 billion are spent annually in
the United States on research and development activities and relatively
little on the transfer of ,knowledge or its application by potential users:

Second, the potential benefits of organized public service programs for
state and local governments is well established. Numerous sdy reports
(including the present one), conference proceedings, study cornmissiOn
as well as the limited number of -programs now in operation, lead to the
conclusion that the concept N both technically and philosophically sound.

'14
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Third, a progrim similar to that under consideration has been operated
nationally for many yeartthe Cooperative Extension Service. Although
this program is focused primarily on agriculture, youth work, arid home
economics, its value to Vie nation has been demonstrated time aic1 again.
Thus,.a successful mode exists to provide guidance, at least, in formulat-
ing a suitable program directed to state and local government.

Fourth; neither the universities or state and local governMents are I acely
to provide the amouptkof funds, on .a sustained basis, needed to enable
institutions of higher education to develop efficient public service delivery
systems capable of taRping the full range of their resources. In the absence
of a federal incentive program to help develop and sustain organized
efforts.toward this end, progress will be slow and spotty. With federal sup-
port, it is likely that a combination of-federal, state, and local-monies can
be obtained in support of such organized efforts.

Perhaps the Major question that remains is how should such a program
be structured? What should be the program design? I leave you with the
questiona.what key features do you think should be built into theztrogram
ajesign of a federal program intended to increase the flow of useful services
from the academic community to state and local governments?



A State University Perspective k

a:Brice Ratchford

Dr. Bremlett has made an exceptionally fine study. It covers essentially
every significant point on how the academic community can be a more
significant "backup" force to state government. Since. I am in general
agreement, my remarks will serve to emphasize some of his conclusions
and.recommendations.

The academic community is the largest single knowledge base in the
nation. In its faculty, staff, students, laboratory,, computer and library
facilities, there are resources that cannot be duplicated with any amount-
of money. If one accepts the principle that facts and ideas do improve
decision-making, then this very large resou'rae should be used by state

government in its diverse and complex operations. .

A great deal of help is being given in every state by the academic corn- '

munity to state government. This is particularly.true of.the public state
Iand-gfant institutionsAt is often provided, however, in-an unorganized
way and may not be reported to top officials in either state government or
the university. -From my experience`in both North Carolina and Mipsouri,
I continue to be amazed at the large number of faculty and students AO
are involved in so -many diverse ways. The involvement becomes very
noticeable when there' is some administrative or legislative hearing, and
faculty and students end up as expert witnesses for both sides..Incideh-
tally, there is nothing wrong with this, but it doe's make for an interesting
situation particularly for the administrators. This exarrle may be the
classic situation which illustrates that the university and sta e government
are indeed different.

It would surety be helpful if there were more widespread understanding
that state government's purpose is decision-making and action, often

. including enforcement, while the university is concerned with learning,
inquiry and discussion. Every time such a conflicting situation arises,
however, l'cannot help but feel that better coordination and early com-
munication would have resulted in a more productive effort and certainly
would have generated less heat.

While there will continue to be ditferences*due to the gene4 roles of
state government and universities; they are becoming more alike. As state
govdrnment upgrades its administrators and staff, the personnel in state
government and uniyersities are increasingly alike in terms of background
and training. Both make widespread use of computers and sophisticated

,Dr, Ratchford is President, the Univesity of Missouri, one of the non-SREB state uni.
versities which was studied under the project "The Academic Community: 'A Backup
Force to State Government." 4
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operational approaches such as management by objective. The university
has become much more involved, often in cooperation with state govern-
ment, in enforcement of laws and regulations. A few of the recent issues
are equal employment opportunity legislation, salary and wage adminis-
tration, .0SHA, human experimentation, radiation safety, and environ-
mental impact studies.

There are many problems which are relatively new to both the state and
the university, including concern for the environment, energy, and an
economy of scarcity. These are interrelated. No one,proposes to have all
the pnswers. Further, since new ttrritorial prerogatives are not established,
these and other new, emerging problems are excellent places for further

,cooperation. While everyone must work to be sure that state governm,ent
and universities continue to be different, they are nevertheless becoming
more alike which should make cooperation easier.

a
I would like to suggest some policy queitions to be addressed by statdi,

government and the academic community. The first concerns commitment.
Most state governments and universities need a.commitment to the prop6-
sition that value will derive from working ,together. This commitment
needs to be made at the top level. I have served as an administrator long
enough to know that the commitment to work together will not necessarily
insure the desired result, but without such a commitment nothing will
happen.

The second is an effort to coordinate within s tate goveranent and within
the university and between each. I am in generpl agreement with Dr. Bram-
lett's recommendations on this subject. Again from years of administrative -
experience, I must-warn that one should not expect too much. There is no
way to stop a state official from going to a faculty member hp knows or vice
versa. Indeed, perhaps when developing'the coordination plan.it should
be recognized that such activity will happen and encourage it. A plan can .
be developed and made to work for major efforts. Perhaps, we should con
sider the informal lateral communications and activities as just pluses to
the general plan...,

While it does not fit necessarily under the heading of coordination, I

cannot resist commenting on br. Bramlett's recommendation of the role
of the state education agency or state coordinating board.. I am not against
such agencies playing a hand in coordination of university public service.
I am pessimistic about results because-of my years of hard work in trying
to really coordinate public.,Service-withina single public university System.
It is immensely harder to coordinate. pu+blic service activities than degree
offerings because? by its very nature, public service may occur any place
at any time. Much of it is short range in nature. This flexibility is the genius
of university public service, bpt it greatly increases coordination:problems.
Perhaps my calling attention to the difficulties means that someone should
work harder at the job.

The third is reaching agreement on funding. Dr. Bramlett is wise in
dwelling at some length on thisisubject It is funding problems that create
difficulties when one moves from philosophical to the operating problems.
State agencies and the public universities are funded from the same
sourcesthe citizen's tax dollars.. Both should be concerned with service
to the people and they are. Yet in most cases neither have su/ficient funds
to carry out their primary mission. Just where the funds are placed is
secondary..They do need to be provided 'to either state agencies or the10.
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university with the purpose agreed upon. Otherwise, there is a feeling on
both sides that the other must have the money, but each knows for sure it
does not.

Under the funding heading there are.some difficult "nitty-gritty" ques-
tions which create problems, such as the charge for indirect costs, payment
to the institution visa-vis the individual, differences in fringe benefits,
bu ting procedures, and salary scales.

The fourth policy question is that an agreement should be reached. on,
involvement; in these'days when the equalitarian movement is strong,
there is a tendency to involve all. I am not philosophically against this
trend, but the capabilities of the institutions are different. Their missions
are different. I referto an early statement regarding state Coordinat-.
ing boards of higher education. I have about decided that their greateSt
achievement could be to establish very tight mission statements for each
institution in--all pheses of its activities, and then see that the institutions
stay within their missions. The greatest thing which can happen today in
higher education is Planned diversitynot homogeneity. Achieving this
goal will take courage and must be done by state government.

The key to successful university public service is advance planning.
Dr. Bramlett hit this hard and correctly so. A university in many, many ways
gets locked into a calehdar. It can be changed, but lead time is needed.
There will always be emergencies, and people will respond to sgch a sit-

. uation. If there is not advance planning and everythipg is an ernergency,,
those who must do the work will eventually begin to lOse interest in the
activity.

Dr. Bramlett also emphasized the importance of establishing formal
communication channels. These are not too important where there are
long-standing relationships such as between the University Medical School
and State Department of Health, the School of Social Work and the Depart-
ment of Welfare. They are-particularly important when new projects need
to be, undertaken.

There should be a realization that a long-range commitment and effort
is needed. Both the state and university will.exist essentially forever. A
change fn top administratipn in either the state or university does not'
cause drastic changes in anything basic, particularly for those who ulti-
mately do the work in eitner th'e university or state government. Time is
needed fOra university todevelop its capacity to help.state dovernment
and for state government to respond. This prompts the observation-that,
in addition to the 'governor, legislative leaders, and university leaders
reaching'agreement, there should be a core composed of a group of state
civil servants and.faculty leaders who are also involved in the planning and
developing the commitment.

In the long run state gOvernment and the universities are not as far apart'
as thY appear oh a giln day. Both are created to serve the citizenr \and
they do so or disdp-pear.. Perhaps the most valuable area of cooperationion
could"be in a series of very sophisticated seminars involving the leaders.
from both groups on general topics. Here the future could- be probed. If
the topic is not yet up for legislative or administrative decision,the subject
can be discussed rationally and alternatives explored: Hopefully, put of
such activities a long-range policy viihich is beneficial 'to.a4an rationally

s.
evolve.



A, State Agency Pe pective
Earl/Att. Star

In reviewing Braml tt's report I'lt r ke sc me comments in general about
its findings and pe haps share with, you veil briefly a program that has
emerged in the last two or threeyears in Florida,

"" First, I think its worth noting two of the tableg of the report dealing with
the universities' petceived needs of stateSgencies and the stateagencies'
perception of the facilities of the universities. Look, for instance, at the
'as istance needed from the university, as perceived by state agencies:
En ronmental problems dealing with land use, resource management,
etc. ere placed as the highest priority in needed assistance from the
uniVe ities throughout the region by 19 perceelt of the state agencies
respon trig. It'e.interesting to notethat among the universities' needs 9f
state governments for assistance in formulating state policies education
ranked "42 percent, the highest priority.

.,

Second in priority on the part of state agencies were comprehensive
0,1annirtg, growth, growth management policies; policies dealing with
provision of urban services and so on in the states. Eighteen percent of
the state agencies felt that formulation of state energy policies was an

4\ area in which the .universities'could assist. Balancing these areas against
human resources, the universities 'responded that they could provide or
they perceived the needs of state agencies for research at 25 percent.

Seven percent, as perceived by state agencies, viewed finances, budget
preparation training, tax alternatives, etc. as areas where universities may
help. Universities perceived state agency needs as economic development,
ranking that 12 percent and third in their hierarchy. Comprehensive
planning, growth, policies; urban management, etc. ranked 18 percent
among state, agencies' perceived problems as related to perception of
potential university assistance. In order to achieve a percentage rank at
all for urban problems I sumrned justice, transportation, labor andOovern-
mente) organization to total eight perce t.

This is not just a review of bercentag and the rankings on the part of
thp state agenciesand the rankings on.th Part of the universities. I believe
It.points out a very basi& problem and o e that the, report clearly recog-

.nizes. That is the problem of communication, between the university system
and state agencies. There is little question that the universities are the
knowledge base for the nation and Certainlyof this region, Now, is the lack
Of communication a result of difference in time perception on the part of
he university and the state agency? Are the state agencies concerned

.
MY. Starnes is Directorglorida Iiivision of State Planning.
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mostly wish the problems that are day-to-day and are the universities per
ceiving problems of the future? I don't know.. I thjnk perhaps this would be ,
worthy of consideration In terms of advancing this particular research.
Are state agencies notavOare of the latent body of knowledge that is gen-
erated in the universities? Are problems of the future perhaps more clearly
perceived by those of.the universities than problems perceived at the level
of state agencies and state government management?'

A second point is research. The \methods of comprehensive planning
today are anachronisms the profession has gathered together in the last
20 or 30 years in planning. Methods dealing with comprehensive planning
are not being addressed by the universities to the. leVel that they should be
as exhibited by state agency interest. The opportunity and need is there..
but little funding exists in this direction for the universities. Methods and
training for comprehensive planning as welt as the several aspects of
environmental - planning are in demand by state agencieS, Theoretical
research in transportation planning has been heavily.unded by federal
agencies through the years; therefore, there's a tremendous amount of
advance in that area. But again, that is simplydne of the fUrtctions with
which comprehensive planning for theithure deals., So there is a skew in
that direction because of federal policies that were advanced in the mid
50's.

Universities have long worked hard in the field of-applied researoh. Most
state departmentsvof transportation have a -research army lodged some-
where in the university system.' Most departm,ents of agriculture lean
heavily in their.policy formulation on the agricultural research that's on- -

1, 4
going in southern universities.

Let's look now at other issues. Agency reorganization was alluded to in*
the study reportstate agency reorganization, local governmeht reorgani-
zation- How do we lookat the hierarchies -of government? Slate agencies
do perceive a need in this area. .

One prOblem that state agencies haya. in &deli-rig with universities is the'
discontinuity of personnel.' We, for inst3nce,,in Florida have had for yeaiS
a relationship with the Bureau of Economic Researbh at the University of
Florida. There is continuity among the research, dii-ectors; however, their-
assistants are graduate students vi.to come and go. The methods change,'
accuracy of projections' are affected, data collection :changes, and we'si'e
never quite' sure what kind of product we're getting out of the'conStenV .

changing of personnel. .

1 Occasionally, the relevance of research in the university system tands to
lag. For instancewe continue to have a tremendous amount of research
in our university system dealing with health, health planning, and delivery
of health servicesvery little research, however, dealing with resources,/
energy, and matters of nature systems except in the last few monthS
spurred by.national

Unfortunately, universiffes tend to refleCt the availability of federal
dollars. Their research policies are obviously skewed because of the
availability of these resources..The accessibility of the university syltrns
to state agencies should be increased by greater communication a d, if
possible, by direction of research in the university toward more relevance
to agency needs.

4

The report mentioned that now in the 70's we talk very little ofiurban
problems in university research programs. Unfortunately, it also reveal
little interest in the state agencies. I presume that somehow all of 't e



urban problems have-disappeared because the national government has
lost interest in urban problems. I think this is a problem that comes out,:
of this business of following national research dollars. It's obvious to anNr\.
one who !hies near, in,, or ever passes througlikcities that urban' problems
have not disappeared in the last decade.

RECOMMENDATIONS
I'd nice to review very quickly the business of state agency and university .4

research thatftoridahaS implemented within the last two years. In 1973-
%1,300,000, alluded to by many people as the"mythical million," was

set aside as aline item in the state university system budget for research
for state agencies. In 1974.75, this amount remained $1,300,000 for state .

agericy research, In this year, there were 41 projects: 11 dealt with energy;
11 with the environment and environmental concerns, resource manage-.
ment, land use management and that sort of thing; 3 with law enforcement;
and 12 with 'measures of thestate's economic condition. N

=2.

,

The way this works can be siescribed as follows. The state university
system has been circulating, within the last few weeks, requests'for e-

,
search projects from state agencies..After being reviewed byssta ni-
versity system staff, a committee comprised of university system, gis-

lative, and state agency re pregentatives get priorities. The committee kes

the entire list of projects and priorities in perceived-needed areas f re-
search. Thege project4 are sent out to the units of the university system.
The university unit that has the mostpotential or is known to the state uni-
versity system ,to be the most capable of doing a selected kind (of research
then responds with a dollar amount and a research project` design. Again

s
there is another to

be available, the research projects areoilers will
university system staff screening. Within the con-

traints of whale
allocated to units of the state University syStem. Because it,isa pfbcess
with minimal experience, it is not 'possible to assess its value. We admit
that$1,300,000 is fairly minimal. ,and is not considered added fiffnds, but
redirected ,funds. HOwever, it does-complement ongoing research in the
university supported by private, federal and in some cases other state
dollars. So it is beginning to reveal a way in which we, the state agenpies,
can directly communicate with the university system.

In finalizing my comments I would generally say. that the state univer-
sities in the South should be much more aggressive about formutating
theii4aWn research programs as a foundation for promoting their research
relationships to the state. State agencies, by and large, simply are not
dominated by people' hp focus on the fAure. State agencies are usually
run by directors 'and chiefs and all sorts of administrative people Who

handle the sometimes very tedious busiress of state governments. Un-
fortunately, they find themselves often in a bog of bureaucracy with very
few residual energies left to take lOng looks to th e future.



Lessons in State
ency-University Cooperation

George Beto

Form years I have viewerd with interest and acicniration the work of

the Sp Ut ern Regional Education Board. I speak today largely as .a former
admiAis rataKwho has come from that "bog of bureaucracy" to which Mr.
Starnes eferred., For ten years I was Director of the Departmenfof Con.

-rection Texas., which in that state invollies the management of 14

ISorisons ith 17,0001inmates.on 105,000 acres of land and over 20 irk-
dustrie. We have a construction program which usually involves ten -

niilliOn dollars per bienniUm and an education program beginning with

the illiteracy school and continuing thrilugh junior colTege.

I never would admit this. when I was director of corrections: whenever a
newspaper man would ask me-after the appropriation bill was passedz
how I. did it I'd tell him, "Welk :I took the crumbs from the higher education
fable!" Now that I am retired and can indulge in 'greater honesty, I say that
thelegislature was more than reasonably generous with Correctioris in our

State.
AS far as coopecation with institutions of higher learning is concerned in

.rriy,.experience, three state institutions cooperated substantially with the "

bejiartment of Corrections: will "refer to somespecifics of 'that cooperatiOn
.'and then make some general comments on this report. I feel as strongly
as my two predecessors about the value of cooperation between state

.,agen,cies and higher learning.
One of the -institutions wliich could cooperate with us b'ecause of our

large agriculture program was Texas A&M University. We had, for instance,
86,000 acres in row crops etieryirarand the success of that program was .

due in large degree to the coo ration which"A&M UniVer'sity gave us in

Planning and insupervision. We:ran abOut 20,000 head of cattle, and we
deckled to improve the breed gradually by developing an F, and F, cross.
In the development of that 10-year program A&M University played a
srehificant role.

1<ept about 16,000 hoes in a continuing program. Anyone who knows

anything about agriculture knows about hog disease. A&M University
aided us in the development of :a nationally recognized specific pathogen-

.. free'swine program.
they were. also helpful in our Veterinary nedicine prOgram because, with

all:that livestock, we had on- our payrollon the state Oayrollone doctor
of-izeterinary medicine. However, he was more.than adequate when you

Dc.1300 is Distinguished Orofessor of Criminal Justice, Sani Ho,uston University. He
was formerly Director of Corrections for the state of Texas.
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considered the help which A&M University gave us through Ore College of.
Veterinary Medicine. The only cost to ,us was the cost of the medicine and
the transpoftation of Vie leache OM the senior vet students. The only
problem I had incurred was when the late Earl RudderGeneral, Rudder,
who was chancellor of A&M Universitycalled me one day and said,' "You
got me in trouble again." I said, "What is the problem, General?" He re-. piled, "You got a damrirule over there that says no women can participate
in this vet medicine programthey carrot work among those convicts."
I said, "Well, that is one of the problemsthat arises when you.delegate too
much." I was not aware of the rules. Some hireling of mine delegated that
rule, advising the, head of the school fiof vet medicine that henceforth and
forever female vet students cannot participate i ri the program. I said, "They
ate probably safer working among the convicts than they are among those
A&M students anyway!"

They were also hejpful to us in the construction of agricultural buildings
like an abattoir; a cheese factory (for the first month an A &M professor ran
the cheese factory after it began working); the scientific design of feed
lots; and an offal disposal. I cannot speak too highly of the cooperation
which A&M UniversityLvery willingly and inexpensively gave us. '

The University of Texas was also helpful; their help rested largely_in the
area of the Medical School. We serifanicontitvelb send 75 to 150 con-
victs weekly to the Medical School for,di gnosis or for specialized surgery
and treatment. In addititill to that, the Medical Sthool developed a signifi-
cantprogram in corrective surgeryplastiesurgery7which was an elective
process as far asthe inmates were concerned.

I made a lot of mistakes when 1 was director but the most serious wes
contracting with the_University bf Texas, my old ma mater, to run manage-
ment-schoolgone for the 14 wardens and another for the 14 assistant
wardens. They were going to teach theni t principles of manageMent.
They took them up there and indoctrinated Orem on the idea that they were 0-
executives, saying, l'You' Men are executives; You're running coMplex
operations." They instilled almost indelibly in the minds of a tot of those
wardens the idea that They had to delegate: Fortunately, it didn't take with
the older wardens. Theytwere exposed to that virus but they went home and
ran their institutions as they always did: But some of the younger ones
believed that. I visited those units once a week, and I'd go into the warden's
office and say, "Warden, how many men do you have in your junior college
.program this semester? ""Just a mihute I'll call the education director,"
he would answer, I asked, "How. many men dd you have in solitary today?"
That was an important item because. we were constantly being litigated
on it. "Just a minute I'll call the building captain." Or if it was an agricul-
tural ujnit I'd ask him what his calf crop percentage was (we tried to hit a 90
percent calf crop). "Just a minute I'll call the ag supervisor." He was an
executive; he had delegated all of that stuff. No prison unit was so large
or so complex the warden couldn't know what was going on-7-and should
know. That was one serious error I made. It took me a year to disabuse
those young men of the idea that they were executives and that they had to
delegate.

The greatest amount of research as fares corrections was concerned
came from Sam Houston State University. A large part of that research has
come and continues to come thr4ugh student participation by way of
master's theses. Sometime before 'retired I set up a research section in
the Department of Corrections.. If I were reliving that part of my life, I
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lt wouldn't set up a research department; I would have all of the re
.done by either Sam Houston State University or Texas A&M or the Un
sity of Texassome educational institution. I would use them for a number
of reasons: one it's more economical, and two research secured from an
inhouse research section tends to appear somewhat less objetive to
people on the outside.

The universities were also helpful to us in the area of inseNice training.
Above all, they were extremely helpful in improving the educational quali-
ficationg of employees generally. I found out one day that there was nothing
in the statutes that said a prison guard had to be 21 years old...There Was
no age limitupper or lower. We had a Depaittnent policy as,far as the.

upper age was concerned, but for years they had been hiring prison guards.
at the age of 21 and not below. When I found out there was no statute pre-
venting me from loweringthat age, I lowered it to 18g My argument was
that if they're old enougii td fight in Viet. Nam, they're Old enough to guard
convicts. By the time of my retirement, we had 2,400 employees, 20 per-
cent of whom were college students. They would work an 8-hour night shift
and go to school during the day. it worked out very well In fact, to use an
expression thattMr. Nixon, used in introducing his first cabinet, college
students at that time brought.and continue to bring, a new dirrjension to
the guarding of convicts:

Now, I'd like to makeibme general Observations. l!d like to refer very
briefly to the obstacle.s.Dr. Bramlett mentioned. He says the first one is
program or policy lirnitations. To me that's just a euphernisni for inability-
Or refusal to cut red tape. YoU get a lot more dooperation between state
agencies and institutions oi higher leai-ning if the agency beads and the
heads of instittltions-of highei- learning are willing to cut red tape.

Leek *funds or inabirityto finance the workto me that's not significa t.
thin those of us in state agencies end people in higher education ten to

stres oney too much. A lof more cooperatiOh could be etfectite if there
were st a little more creativity and a little more imagination. Too Often

whe probrem is posed to higher education or to a state agency the im-
mediate conclusion is, "If we could justiget a grant to do this or, an addi-
tionallappropriatipp. .". It doesn't always take money. It requires some

imagination and creativity.
Then there are the attitudes which inhibit cooperation or interaction. I

remember during John Connaily's first term as governor of Texas he con-
yeried a rrreetin,g of all agency heads, all chairmen of boards, and repre-
sentatives of the University of Texasdepartment headsand chancellors
and vice 'chancellors. It was a two-day fneeting to determine how the Uni-
versity of. Texas could cooperate more fully with state agencies. The pur-
pose of the meetingyas extremely laudable and commendable, buf it was
just this one ,item that Dr. Bramlett lists herethe attitudes on both the
parts of higher education and of -agency heads indicated that that type of
cooperation was inhibited.

Then there is the fear of political entanglements or repercussions. I think
that generally agency heads tend to.be, as someone lies said, "vacillating
and timorous" but I don't think that they need to have any fear of political
entanglements or repercussions in cooperating with institutions of higher
learning. My experience with state legislatures extends over a long period

". of time=Tbeyond the period when 1 was director of corrections (I was -also
a member of the Bbard of Corrections). My experience with state legislators
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is that leaders among the state legislature would welcome a higher degree
of cooperation between institutions of higher learning and state agencies.

I have a final observation: This objectivethis laudable.objective which
-we're discussingis going to be achieved, but it's going to be achieved
only: if leadership is exercised by the agency heads and by the heads of the
state institutions of higher learning. There has to 1?e a high degree of rap-
port between those two types if it's going to be effective. Secondly, I think
the legislators of the states which we represent need to issue a mandate, ,
not necessarily furnish money, bit to indicate very clearly that they, expect
a high degree of cooperation between the agencies and institutions of
higher, learning. And finally, let's mit erophasize money. Some money is
necessary, but let's deemphasize money and emphasize rather imagina-
tion, creativity, and faith. '
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Resuiite of
,Colikefirrent Group Discussionsf.

The followirig is a sarimary of opinions expressed by officials of'state
goverhments and universities and colleges during three concurrent group
discussions. The summary Fs, based on notes-made by "reporters" in .re:
sponse,to a series of.questions'posed by discussion leaderd$

. ,r , , . .

Is it practical,to expta universities to provide-more services to state
government?'

Participants iii the three discussion grOUtis generally-agreed that uni--
VerSities andealleges,in.the 14-state region cart provide. Uteful.serViees to.

State governments, On, discussant obserVed that there is a growing trend
towgird University assistance to state government: "The .real question is
how, when, what, and; here should universities provide services to state.,v
governrrients." Others maintained that while the need exists and univer-
sities have both the commitrrient and resources to enable them to respond.
to the need, many universities will have to make internal adjustmerits,and
obtain additional .funds if they are to respond effectively,
,,One discussant pointed out that this does not mean that an undue portion,.
of university resources will be devoted to assisting state governments.
Teaching and research are still the principal activities of major universities
and will'continue to be When we speak about more services to state govern-
.ment, Wkare talking about relatively small magnitudes in relation to the
university's total scope of program. Services to state governments could
be doubled or tripled above present leVels without infringing upon the
traditional missions of universities.

There was general agieement'that many universities presently are.not
structured in ways to permit them to respond quickly to the needs of state
governrrient. One participant said that the universities will have to "gear-.

up" brestablishing special service units to meet the needs of government,
especially where interdisciplinary problems are involved. An official of
state government observed:* "We don't always know how to ask the right 0
questions.". Another said, "We don't know the person to contact for a
specific, need." A third, however, slid if you don't know whom to contact,
all you have to do is call the presiTient and tell him,."I need a man," and
help.would be forthcoming.

Nevertheless; timing of requeSts and the degree of communication be-
tween the two groups are, important both to state government and academic
institutions. A discussant from government said a "middleman" is needed
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through which contacts can be made. Another iscussant called for a
"window" into .the university. SeVerairikdiscpssants suggested that the
strength of universities was in' long-term stUdies which permit proper
scheduling of activities. Others spoke about the strengths of universities
in providing training services. The need for universities to maintain quality
safeguards was also mentioned with the pointed warning that "a profes-
sor's mistakes are not ,soon forgotten."

Overall, the consensus both of, state government and of university and
college officials appeared to be that universities can be effectiye in assist-
ing state government. Many are now. Basically, this is a sound idea pro-
vided agencies of state government communicate their needs to uni-
versities and provided the universities take steps to respond quickly and
effectively.

How do conditions vary among the 14 states?

It was revealed that numerous variations exist among the states con-
cerning the manner in which universities are trying to respond to state
needs. In some states there are relatively few organized 'public service.
programs designed to respond to the needs of state government! on a , .

generalized or continuing basis. I nsteack special arrangements.often have
to be worked out among individuals in the universities and state govern-
ments for a new project. In Kentucky, for example, some university faculty
members participate in task force efforts by state government to help solve *
particular problems. One university spokesman, however, said that his
institution is gradually establishing ongoing public service programs of a
specific nature to assist state government on economics, labor, and drug
abuse problems. = . ., .

Mississippi has responded to the needs of state gove.rnment by estab-
lishing a Single research and development center under the general canopy
of higher education. In addition to a permanent staff of the center, faculty
members are brought in from time to time to supplement the regular staff.

In Florida a special fund has been established which is tied in with the
universities, the state legislature, and the Board of Regents. Together
they match requests for services of universities to the needs of state
agencies and set priorities with regard to the use of the special fund.

Special centers and institutes exist in a number of states (e.g., Georgia,
North Carolina, Tennessee and Texas), some of which relate to .a particular

`group in state government(e.g., providing legislative research services to
the state legislature) Or to a specific agency (e.g. labor, economic de-
velopment, health,'and revenue). There appear to be relatively, few multi-
disciplinary centers 'or institutes capable of responding over a broad
range of needs of state government on a regular or continuing basis. There
is such a group in at least one stateGeorgia: it is set up on a joint-staffed
basis, with direct ties to numerous academic units in the university, is -

provided hard money funding, and has capabilities of serving state govern-
ment over a broad range of concerns.

One discussant commented that university personnel in his state oc-
cSsionaily are appoint ed ed to special study committees of state government.
Anoer said that man faculty have private consulting arrangements with
units of state governor nt and others occasionally consult without charge
merely because they are interested.
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University continuing education programs were cited as a type of pro-
gram in many states which provide services to state government. In Geor-
gia, for example, the University's continuing education program and its
Institute of Government regularly provide educational services to nu-
merous government employees. q

In geneql, universities in the region appear to be providing many kinds
of services to state government. The procedures vary, astdoes the degree
of satisfaction of both universities and state governments. Moreover, a
number of university discussantstindicated that they are committed to
providing services to state government and are working toward improved
service delivery mechanisms.

What did the group think about the usefulness of a coordinating council?

Opinions varied widely concerning the utility of a coordinating council
as a means of improving the quality of services to state government. Un-
doubtedly, thp discussants interpreted the concept of a cooidinpting coun-
cil in different ways. This was due in part to afferent images the word
"Coordinating" suggested and in. part to concern for loss of flexibility in
university-government_ programming. In the study report, a coordinating ,

council was depicted as a "facilitator" or "harrnonizer"a means of
assessing particular obstacles to better,working relationships within a
state and a mechani4n for solving some of those problems. It was not
intended to be a receiver, allocator, or coordinator of funds or programs.

Several officials of state government expressed the feeling that dupli-
cation of services can be a problem and felt that the universities ought to
coordinate among themselves. Another said that there are too many co-
ordinating councils already and asked why can't existing agencies (uni-
versities and state groups) take care of their own.coordination?

Implicit'in many of the comments was recognition that coordination is
needed, but there wag little agreement on how it could be achieved. a

discussant observed that the coordinating council as outlined in the udy

report was only tone strategynot necessarily the best one for his tate.

He maintained that agencies which have funds budgeted for services Orn

universities can coordinate their own work. Another discussant sugge ted
that a "super-briefing'"once a year, for the purpose of exchanging for-

mation on needs and capabilities, might be a satisfactory way of h ndjing,
the problem. :

Representatives from, several' states described their approach to co.
ordination. Florida, for exarn'ple, has an ad hoc group consisting of repre-
sentatives from the state legislature, tlfdQ ig_tejnor's office, and the Board
of Regents. One of their functions is to match requests for services with the
availability ofresources. In Kentucky the legislatur as a committee which
cesiders the merits of proposal's submitted for fun ing. Several states
gave illustrations where dertain specific activiti (e.g., in Texas, urban
problems) were coordinated by a central group bu which did not consider
the, full range of problems affecting state evernment. One discussant
maintained that coordination could be effected in specific subjects or
functional areas but that a coordinating council could not function well
across the hoard.

Few of the participants'commented on the specific recommendation of
the study report, i.e., the-function of identifying local obstacles to better ".
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working relationships between state govefnment and univeiSities and
attempting to remove those obstacles. Overall, the comments reflected a
resistance .to central coordination, yet a recognition that problems exist
and that something ought to be done. Generally, university representatives
were less receptive to the idea of coordination than were state government
representatives. But both were skeptical that the problem could be solved
by a single central group.

Should state agencies be encouraged to reassess ways they can draw upon
university resources to help solve problems?

One discussant observed that trying to get state agencies to jeassess
their needs was all well and good, but they will not do it unless there is a
mandate by the Governor. Several persons suggested that the universities
should work with state government in defining their needs. In this way, the
university would gain a better understanding of state needs and, in the pro-
cess, be able to identify the kinds of things they could and could not do.

Another said that the initiative for identifying problems on which uni-
versities.might provide help lies with state government; they have to carry
the ball. University people might work with them, but they can't do it for
them. Contrary to.this view, a person in another discussion group thought
problem identification could be a legitimate project saying, "Get the uni
versity to assess the nee* of state government and write up a report on
it."

Another way of assessing state government nee'ds might be via a special.
liaison person who would simultaneously ideiltify needs and match them .

with resources available in the universities. Most agreed that assessing
state needs would not be particularly beneficial Unless there was also a .
means of pinpointing where the state universities could reasonablyprovide
a service.

One discussants said that all this could be carried too far. If a large num-
ber of problems were identified and the universities used this as a basis
for requesting more funding, there might be a "public relations backlash."
The implication was that it might be better for state government to isolate
one problem. at a time for universities to work on and leave the rest to a
later time.

One discussant suggested we ought to consider why state government
has not asked the universities for help mord often. Part of the answer may
be that government agencies fear becoming over-dependent on outside
gi.ups, particularly on one university. As state governments grow and
mature, they add more in-house specialists to their staffs. This is happen-
ing particularly in the legislative branch. This trend may reduce the needs
of state government for university assistance. Another commented that

- there are always new areas Where there is a shortage of in-house expertise.
, The nature of the needs may change, but there viii always be a need.

tiS

Should more effective funding 'procedures be developed?

One discussant stated what appeared to be the general feeling of most
conference participants when he said, "Money is a problem." Beyond this,
however, viewpoints varied widely. A few university discussants asserted
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that inadequate funding is a major reason for the relatively Small amount
of services they are providing to state government. Others indicated they
had been fairly successful in getting money to provide services in specific
areas of state givernment but not in others.

Likewise, differences were expressed concerning strategies designed tb

solve the problem. Some argued-merely for greater flexibility in the use of
existing funds while others suggested that money ought to be appropriated
and placed in university budgets for the purpose of providing services.

At least one university participant expressed the opinion that state

- -.government ought to pay for any service requbsteci"put it on a pay-as.
you-go basis." Consistent with this philosophy; several said that thkunds
ought to be placed in state agencies. If placed in the university budget, it.
might appear that the universitS, has more money for educating students
than it actually has for That purpose. Others, however, argued that at least

part of any special funds to assist state government should be placed in
the university budget to help build their capabilities: The discontinuous

. project-by-project approach doesn't allow universities to establish an
_effective service delivery system. Others, too, felt that administratively it
was better to have a "center" to serve outside groups rather- than make
special arrangements for each project.

ThereAwas near unanimous agreement that overhead charges on con-
'tracts are a sensitive matter with state governments and that universities
should not charge state government as high rates as they charge the
federal. government (audited overhead rates of 50 to 60 percent). One
participant said pe felt 15 to 20 percent of total cost of a contract with state
government was about right. Another said that auditors are partly to blame;
they want everything uniformone, rateand that filters up (or down) and

becomes policy. In some cases, the institution may not want to, incl ude any
overhead to state government; in other instances, it might be perfectly
acceptable, as in the case of federal agencies, to charge the full rate.

Concerning the possibility of federal funding, there was some disbelief

that the federal government would fund any program on a continuing basis.

Oiith a few reservations, most felt that some kind of continuous or regular
federal funding would be. a, great stimulus to universities to- provide ser-
vices to state t overrent. Several felt that some matching contributions
by in-state groups w uld be desirable. There was no consensus, 'however,
on the matter of whether federal funds should be directed to institutions
as a means of developing their capabilities or be allocated for specific
projects. Another person expressed a concern that federal funds not be
used as an excuse to reduce local funding.

One discussant Maintained that it is important that universities achieve
a "critical mass" in terms of their capabilities to provide services to state

government. One-year grantsuncertain fundingare not adequate to do
that. A five-year grant would, provide more certainty, allowing the institu-
tion to develop an effective program. Even Title I of the Higher Education
Act has not contributed significantly to' university public service capa-
bilities, although it has induced more universities to provide public ser-
vices. One person suggested a trial period with regular federal funding.
During the initial period the states could experiment to find out what kinds
of arrangements seem to work best.

One person was opposed to federal .funding on grounds that the state
should pay for its own needs. Also, he suggested that there is already more
federal money. around than is being used. He maintained-that when an
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institution depends on federal money it is "living dangerously." If federal
money is used, it should be used to build a constituency which in the long
run will be willing to pay for the services it desires.

The consensus'in one discussion group with regard to the possibility of '
federal funding of university services to state. gover,nrnent was one of
caution: Institutions should not become dependent on any federal pro-
gram.

Should central boards of higher education add a person or two to en-
courage and help coordinate services to state government?

To a great extent, the responses to this quegtion reflecta'd differences in
the organizational structure of higher education in the 14 states. Six states
have central governing boards of higher education; the other eight have
coordinating hoards. Discussants from states with less powerful coordi-..

nating-type beards tended to be less convinced that a public service staff
position in the board's central office would be useful. Several states, how-
ever, now have such positions and the representatives from those states
tended to favor the idea.

One discussant slid a high level public service position have service
activities "status" which they would not have otherwise. "It is important
symbolically," he maintained, as well as providing a practical means for
coordination. i

Another view was that institutions in the state ought to compete in pro-
viding services to state government. Let the "customer" decide whom he
wants to provide. assistance. Another discussant was concerned that a
high level position in a _limited field like public service could become a
czar. Yet, at the same time, such a person could help reduce unnecessary
duplication.

26

What can universities do to improve thlrir capabilities of serving state
governments?

There was near unanimous agrpement that *satisfactory way of financing
services to state government is essential if services are, in fact, to be pro-
yided, but opirtions varied with regard to how it should be done.

Opinions varied concerning whether a university needs a top level public
Service administrator. One discussant maintained that coordination should
be at the working levelcoordination by a tap administrator takes too much
time. Yet most agreed that it depdnds upon the sizeand scope of program.
An institution deeply involved in public service activities may need a top
administrator to "knock heads" and to provide the internal leadership for
the public service program. ,

There was sorrie discussion on the-need for multidisciplinary service
capabilities, e.g.,. a "center" or "program" capable of tapping the full
range of institutional resources. One person said this was a "variable"-7it
depends on the instjtution and how II is organized. By inference from
earlier comments, some discussants would prefer that individual projects
be handled by, appropriate academic units. One discussant, however,
maintained that it makes sense administratively to have some kind of
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center on campus to coordinate and oversee public service work. Other-
wise,' responsibility for service activities may get lost in the shuffle.

One discussant cited a general problem which he billieves affects the
ability of many universities to provide services to state goVernment. The
basic.cadre of universities is the tenured professors. Under typical cir-
cumstances, they are fully engaged in teaching and research, with no time
left over for assisting state government or any other outside group. Con-
sequently, theirservices are not easily obtained. It is extremely difficult
to match up just the right professor with a particular need of state govern-
rnent at the right time. Unless thereis some mechanism fcir tapping ap-
propriate lesources at the time they are needed, the university may not
be able to respond in a way to build rapport with state government.

Are the rewards systems for persons in public service activities adequate
in relation to the rewards for teaching and research?

There was general agreement that the internal rewards systemsmithin
universities are quite complex and therefore difficult to analyze. Rif*
example, there is .a problem of knowing how to evaluate the quality of
service tooutside groups. Techniques for eiNaluating the qualityef teaching
and research are much more standardized than for public service activities.

One person suggested that variations in.rewards for research, teaching,
and service tend to act as a negative incentive on faculty to engage in ser-
vice work, but the consequences are obscure and vary among institutions.:
One discussant said that "engineeritig and agricultural extension workers
should not be made to feel that they are second-class citizens; they should
receive rewards for their work like any other faculty member." Another

a noted, that Ale nature of the problem is different at the department level
compared to the university level. In other words, faculty working out of a
university-wide unit May experience fewer discrepancies than faculty in a

Aitgiven academic department.
Seyeral agreed that public service faculty could often convert service

project results into research publicationsbut not always. Another person
raised the question: "Should there be a separate publioiservice faculty?"
Alternatively, should not all faculty be engaged in some kind of service?
That might get around the incentive problem. One person suggested that
rewards should he baosed on overall "productivity" rather than "scholar -
hip" alone. If that were done, promotions and salary increases would be

based on whether faculty members were productive in performing their
assignments rather than whether they demonstrated scholarship.
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